
K5 Newsletter Week of January 27, 2022

St. John the
Evangelist

Literacy Focus: Identify cause
and effect connections.
Letter of the Week: Ff
Word Family: ET Family
Sight Words: get, let, of, they

Math Focus: The students are
learning to subtract numbers up to
10.

Upcoming Events:
1/29 SJE Open House
1/31-2/4 Catholic Schools Week
2/4 No School
2/10 100th Day of School
2/11 Teacher Inservice
2/14 Valentine’s Day Celebration
2/16 Run the Halls Event

Outside Time: Students should
be dressed in proper winter
clothing. They should have
boots, mittens, hat, snow pants,
and a winter coat. Snow items
will be sent home on Fridays to
be cleaned and dried as
necessary.

Teacher Message
Hello K5 Families!
Literacy: This week we read stories by Laura Numeroff. While we were
reading the stories we talked about the cause and effect. We learned that
the cause is the why something happened and the effect is the result of
the why. An example of this in our story, If You Give A Mouse a Cookie,
would be when the mouse noticed his hair needed to be cut so he asked
for some scissors. The cause was when the mouse looked at his hair and
the effect was asking for scissors and we could go on and on. We also
compared and contrasted some of the stories to find the similarities and
differences.
Religion:This week we learned about Solomon and how he asked God
for the gift of wisdom. We talked about how we can ask God for things
that will help us get to heaven like faith or hope. We learned about St.
John Bosco and how he helped kids learn about God. We are learning
about the virtue of loyalty and how it helps us to be a good friend.
Math:  We finished up our work in the unit on subtraction. We know that a
minus sign means that we should take that many away. We also are
learning when drawing subtraction  pictures, that we should put an X on
the objects we are taking away. We are working to remember that the
number of how many are all together or the starting number is the
number that should be written first in a number sentence.
Social Studies: In social studies, we are learning about the difference
between our needs and our wants.
Important Information for Catholic Schools Week
- Monday is Dress in School Spirit Wear (students may come out of
uniform in school colors and spirit wear.)
-Tuesday is Class Color Day! K5 chose to wear the color Blue!
-Wednesday is a SJE Uniform Day
-Thursday is Hollywood Stars Day (students may dress as their favorite
movie or TV star.)
*Please see the School Newsletter for more information and the activities
that we have planned.

St. John Bosco, pray for us!


